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Abstract 
While OWL, the Web Ontology Language, is often 
regarded as the preferred language for Knowledge 
Representation in the world of the Semantic Web, the 
potential of direct representation in RDF, the 
Resource Description Framework, is underestimated. 
Here we show how ontologies adequately 
represented in RDF could be semantically enriched 
with SPARUL. To deal with the semantics of 
relations we created Metarel, a meta-ontology for 
relations. The utility of the approach is demonstrated 
by an application on Gene Ontology Annotation 
(GOA) RDF graphs in the RDF Knowledge Base 
BioGateway. We show that Metarel can facilitate 
inferencing in BioGateway, which allows for queries 
that are otherwise not possible. Metarel is available 
on http://www.metarel.org. 
Introduction 
Ontologies have become one of the cornerstones of 
Knowledge Management (KM) in the Life Sciences.
1
 
They are increasingly used for annotating and 
integrating biomedical data, including genomic data, 
patient data, disease data, molecular data and more. 
For ontologies to fulfill their intended role, it is 
mandatory that both the ontologies and the data are 
modeled with the use of technologies that enable 
efficient integration and querying. In addition, these 
technologies should allow inferencing of new 
knowledge, one of the great promises of Knowledge 
Representation (KR). 
The Semantic Web provides such technologies, the 
most important ones being the Resource Description 
Framework RDF and the Web Ontology Language 
OWL.
2,3
 The life sciences, in particular the domain of 
systems biology, are expected to be among the early 
adopters of these technologies.
4
 While a number of 
successful applications of the Semantic Web 
technologies in the life sciences have been reported 
(GenoQuery, LinkHub, Thea-online, BioDash), the 
field is still in its infancy and a number of technical 
hurdles need to be overcome.
5-9
 For example, while 
OWL allows semantically rich knowledge 
representation, querying large knowledge bases 
represented in OWL poses a tremendous 
computational tractability challenge.
10
 Here we 
explore how a highly optimized RDF implementation 
can be used to alleviate some of the hurdles while still 
supporting rich inferencing. 
Rendering class level relations in RDF 
The two languages used widely for bio-ontologies, 
OBOF and OWL, differ markedly in the way they 
express the semantics of relations between 
classes.
11,12
 OWL expresses such relations by 
defining properties (relations between instances) in a 
property hierarchy. Relations between classes are 
created by adding extra fillers on the properties, 
which allows for number restrictions and grouping 
properties as necessary and sufficient conditions for 
defining classes. These fillers make the links between 
classes indirect in OWL/RDF, the RDF representa-
tion of OWL. OBOF, on the other hand, assumes all 
classes as defined by definition tags and relations are 
never considered as sufficient conditions. This 
approach has allowed to make direct links for 
relations between classes (see Figure 1). 
The modeling with direct links in RDF, illustrated in 
Figure 1A, has a number of advantages over 
OWL/RDF: it is less verbose, it requires less 
computational power for loading and querying, and it 
is more intuitive. Moreover, the number of instances 
documented in biological ontologies is very small 
compared to the number of classes, which makes the 
treatment of relations between classes especially 
important in this domain. The direct links for 
relations between classes in OBOF can be readily 
modelled in RDF by putting them in the central place 
of an RDF triple (the predicate). 
Interestingly, these relations (like is_a, part_of, etc.) 
have their own URIs (Unique Resource Identifiers) 
and they can appear in the first or the last place of a 
triple (resp. subject or object) as well. They can 



































Figure 1. OBOF/RDF (1A) relies on direct links between classes. OWL/RDF (1B) uses anonymous classes, as 
blank nodes, to link classes 
 
as predicates. To exploit the opportunities this opens, 
we created Metarel, a meta-ontology for relations that 
can support RO, the Relationship Ontology of the 
OBO Foundry.
13,14
 With Metarel, OBO ontologies 
can be translated to RDF in a format with direct links, 
without any loss of expressivity. 
Metarel was manually created with OBO-Edit and it 
has an export to RDF, created with ONTO-PERL.
15
 
We list some of its most important features: 1. It 
allows to create meta-relations between relations; 2. It 
distinguishes ‘all-some’ relations from other types of 
relations; 3. It can indicate unambiguously which 
pairs of relations are each others inverses; 4. It has a 
place in its hierarchy where formally defined instance 
level relations can be attached; 5. It classifies 
reflexive and transitive relations in meta-classes; 6. It 
contains constructs for composites of relations; 7. It 
contains a meta-class for relations that are relevant 
towards inferencing (e.g. exclude anatomically_rela-
ted_to, but not dorsal_to). 
Metarel is used in the RDF knowledge base 
BioGateway, which has OBO relations.
16,17
 By 
linking all the relations in BioGateway to Metarel we 
obtain BioMetarel, essentially a bioscience specifi-
cation of Metarel. 
Inferencing with OBO Foundry relations 
To investigate the efficacy of BioMetarel to facilitate 
inferencing in BioGateway we started from the 
semantics of its OBO relations. First of all, we 
emphasize that only relations at the class level are 
defined in RO. Their definitions refer to relations at 
the instance level, but those have neither unique 
identifiers nor definitions on their own. Therefore we 
will only infer new relations at the class level. As 
discussed in [14], the relations in OBOF have an ‘all-
some’ semantics. This means that if e.g. A part_of B, 
then for all the instances a of class A there is some 
instance b of class B for which a is part of b. The 
validity of any inferences from this semantics depends 
on the extent to which annotators have applied this 
rule correctly in producing knowledge statements for 
OBO. We found five sound mechanisms to infer new 
relations with OBO semantics: 
1. A reflexive closure creates a relation link A R A 
for every class A and for every reflexive relation 
R. A query that asks for all the parts of the Golgi 
apparatus, will also return ‘Golgi apparatus’, 
because part_of is reflexive. 
2. A transitive closure creates a relation link A R C, 
from any class A to any class C, for every 
transitive relation R, if the relation links A R B 
and B R C exist already. E.g. ‘nucleolus part_of 
nuclear lumen’ and ‘nuclear lumen part_of 
nucleus’, creates ‘nucleolus part_of nucleus’. 
3. The inferencing of relations that have priority 
over the subsumption relation ‘is_a’ creates a 
relation link A R C if the links A R B and 
B is_a C exist, as well as for A is_a B and B R C, 
whenever R has an all-some semantics. E.g. 
‘BRAF1_HUMAN has_function diacylglycerol 
binding’ and ‘diacylglycerol binding is_a lipid 
binding’, creates ‘BRAF1_HUMAN has_func-
tion lipid binding’. 
4. The inferencing from the relation hierarchy 
creates a relation link A R B if the link A S B 
exists, and if S is a subrelation of R. E.g. ‘AKIP 
_HUMAN negatively_regulates mitosis’ creates 
‘AKIP_HUMAN regulates  mitosis’. 
5. A compositional closure creates a relation link 



































Figure 2. A SPARUL update query that computes the compositional closure of GOA annotations for Homo Sapiens. 
In this update, a composition like ‘located_in plus part_of results in located_in’ is extracted from BioMetarel and 
operated over the Gene Ontology and the GOA data 
 
the relations S, T and R, not necessarily all 
different, form a composite (role chain). E.g. 
‘NARF_HUMAN located_in nuclear lumen’ and 
‘nuclear lumen part_of nucleus’ creates 
‘NARF_HUMAN located_in nucleus’. 
Somewhat counterintuitively, relations with an all-
some semantics can not have inverses. Consequently, 
they can not be symmetric either, as this would imply 
they are their own inverses. Consider for example the 
statement ‘feather part_of animal’. As every feather is 
part of a bird, and every bird is an animal, this can be 
considered a sound statement. The inverse statement 
‘animal has_part feather’, meaning that every animal 
has some feather as part, is clearly nonsense. To 
indicate e.g. that every feather is part of some bird, 
and also every bird has some feather as part, 
annotators should use two statements. 
Creating the closures 
As an application, we created a relational closure over 
the relations in the Gene Ontology Annotations 
(GOA) and the Gene Ontology (GO) in 
BioGateway.
18,19
 By this we mean the explicit 
creation of all the relations that are relevant in queries 
from users, and that can be inferred from the 
documented relations in BioGateway and from the 
semantics of relations.  We used the RDF update 
language SPARUL for computing and adding these 
relations as RDF triples.
20
 The method consists of 
four steps: 
1. Creating Biorel.obo. This file expands RO.obo 
with all the relations that are used in the OBO 
Foundry, and with some extra tags for transitivity 
that were missing in RO.obo. 
2. Creating BioMetarel. We merged the exports 
Biorel.rdf and Metarel.rdf to the BioMetarel 
RDF graph, with SPARUL. The enhancement of 
the semantic content for inferencing occurred in 
this step. 
3. Creating the closure of the Gene Ontology. This 
was done by recursively running the SPARUL 
queries, (effectively applying the inferencing 
mechanisms in the previous section) on the 
BioMetarel and the GO graphs, until no further 
inferences could be made. The closure graph of 
GO contains 1.2 million triples, whereas the 
original GO graph contained only 0.57 million 
triples. 
4. Creating the closure of the Gene Ontology 
Annotations. We created the compositional 
closure and the priority over is_a, for all the 
GOA graphs in BioGateway. The closure graph 
for Homo sapiens, for example, has 4.0 million 
triples, compared to 3.3 million triples for the 
normal graph. 
The preconstructed closures allow many useful 
queries with SPARQL, the RDF query language, that 
are otherwise not possible.
21
 Examples include 


































protein complex and finding all the proteins with a 
given function or involved in a given process. All the 
original sources are kept separately, to allow querying 
on the original annotations. SPARQL queries that try 
to obtain similar results without closures are very 
complicated and computationally unperformant.
Conclusion 
We have shown how the relation ontology Metarel 
can be used to perform extensive inferencing in 
biomedical ontologies represented in RDF, a 
Semantic Web standard. For this, we integrated the 
OBO Foundry relations in the hierarchy of Metarel, 
and the ensuing biological relationship ontology 
BioMetarel was used to recursively inference in the 
RDF store BioGateway. Triples constructed by 
inferencing were propagated by operating SPARUL 
update queries over BioMetarel and the relevant 
biomedical ontologies. Such inferences allow more 
powerful queries, and essentially increase the value of 
RDF for Knowledge Management significantly.  
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